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WHAT IS THE FUNERAL RULE?
The Funeral Rule was originally created to protect consumers.
The way the Rule was intended to offer protection was through
disclosures of certain information, including receiving a copy of
the General Price List (GPL) immediately upon the discussion of
funeral services.

Other disclosures included certain items being required in the GPL, such as letting the
consumer know what they have to purchase, and more importantly, what they don’t have to
purchase. The Funeral Rule mandates that anyone who provides funeral services and (that
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If you haven’t heard the news, the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC) is in the process of a potential modernized (amended)
Funeral Rule. This news shouldn’t be a surprise to anyone. But
how can this happen so quickly? It doesn’t, and it has been a
bit of a long process to get to this point. The most recent
update started in February 2020, but let’s quickly go back to
1984 for a real quick overview of what the Funeral Rule actually
is.
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‘and’ is very important) merchandise must follow the Funeral Rule. The FTC enforces the
Funeral Rule by conducting undercover inspections every year to make sure funeral providers
are following the Rule.

WHAT WAS THE OUTCOME?
At the end of the deadline in June of 2020, nearly 800 comments
had been �led (which is a lot), and the majority of them said one
thing, “Update the Funeral Rule to require online posting of prices
for funerals.” There were obviously other comments, ranging from
getting rid of the Funeral Rule, to leaving the Rule as it is, and all
the way to expanding the Rule to include all deathcare
businesses – like suppliers who sell funeral merchandise too. (I thought that would catch your
eye.)

Then, after all comments were submitted, we all sat. Actually, we didn’t all sit. A few of the
FTC commissioners actually got up and left. Not over the Funeral Rule – just over politics.
The result was a partial Commission of only three commissioners versus �ve, with two being
Democrats and one being a Republican. This meant that really no work could be done, as they
need at least three to vote in agreement on any changes. With a 2-1 Commission, and politics
being what they are, the FTC couldn’t agree on much of anything.

Fast-forward to 2022. There are now four commissioners (three Democrat and one
Republican). On October 20, 2022, they announced an open meeting to discuss whether to
retain the Funeral Industry Practices Rule and issue an Advance Notice of Proposed

WHEN DID THE FTC PROPOSE
UPDATES?
In February of 2020, the FTC announced that it would seek
public comments on whether to make changes to the Funeral
Rule. This was not a surprise announcement. As part of a
systematic review of all current FTC Rules and Guides, the FTC
is required to look at a Rule at least once every ten years. The
Funeral Rule was at the 10-year review. However, there were a
couple surprises in the beginning process.

First, it was during the beginning of COVID, so instead of
allowing just 60 days to respond, the FTC extended the
deadline to respond from April until June. This allowed more
time, and for more people to respond. Another surprise, two of
the commissioners who are part of the FTC wrote letters
sharing their personal view that the Funeral Rule should be
updated as it doesn’t work in today’s internet world.
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Rulemaking seeking comment on potential updates to modernize the rule, including
improvements to the public accessibility of funeral home price information. During that
meeting, they also shared a staff report that summarized the results of their review of almost
200 funeral provider websites. In case you’re curious, the staff report was not favorable to
funeral providers and showed how di�cult, if not impossible, it was to receive pricing online.

1 - Suppliers Are Still NOT Included in the Funeral Rule
Much to the dismay of many people’s comments and requests,
suppliers are still not going to be included within the Funeral
Rule. Those in favor of expanding the Funeral Rule, and there were
many, wanted to include third-party suppliers and also
cemeteries. They argued that the same reasons consumers are
at a disadvantage when dealing with a funeral home at the time of
a death are present during their involvement with third-party
suppliers. Interestingly, while almost all funeral providers argued to leave the Funeral Rule as
is, many funeral providers did encourage the FTC to expand the Funeral Rule to include third-
party suppliers, such as those that sold merchandise, as well as cemeteries.

However, there were arguments against expanding the Funeral Rule to include third-party
suppliers and cemeteries. The FTC relied on some of the arguments presented by this author
supporting the fact that there is no need to include additional providers (including third-party
suppliers) under the Funeral Rule because there has not been a showing of consumer harm.
Ultimately, the FTC stated:

WHAT IS THE CURRENT STATUS ON THE
FUNERAL RULE?
Ultimately the Commission voted to accept comments on an Advanced Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (ANPR) related to the Funeral Rule, with a 60-day comment period that ended on
January 17, 2023 (It was scheduled to end on January 3, 2023, but they approved a 2-week
extension due to the number of comments being �led). The comments requested from the
FTC were very focused and consisted of 40 questions in 7 speci�c areas of:

Online/Electronic Price Disclosure
Crematory Fees and Additional Costs
Reduced Basic Fees
Alternative Forms of Disposition
Embalming Disclosures
Price List Readability
Impact on People in Underserved Communities

With all this going on what does it mean for you?
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“In the 2008 Regulatory Review, the Commission declined to embark on a proceeding to
expand the Rule to cover cemeteries because ‘the substantial portion of cemeteries that are
not-for-pro�t entities [are] outside the jurisdiction of the FTC Act, and there is insu�cient
evidence that commercial cemeteries, crematories, and third-party sellers of funeral goods
are engaged in widespread unfair or deceptive acts or practices.’ The Commission’s position
on this issue remains the same. No evidence of changed circumstances has been submitted
that would warrant a fresh look at this issue.”

2 - An Updated Rule Will Make Funeral Pricing Available to
Everyone
One thing that will change for third-party suppliers, and all
deathcare providers, is a new level of transparency among
consumers and deathcare pricing. If the Rule updates as
expected, it means all funeral providers will, in some manner,
have to post pricing online. While this will not directly force a supplier to post prices, it will
most likely create a new consumer that will start to ask for pricing.

As of now, consumers accept that pricing for deathcare is something that they typically ask
for at the time of need, and will also either call or visit to understand more. However, after the
Rule is updated, there will be a new expectation among consumers. For the �rst time,
consumers will have the ability to shop online and determine all their pricing needs for a
funeral – except for the cemetery in many cases. I believe that consumers will start asking
more questions about pricing once more information is made available.

Also, once online pricing is the new Rule, the news will most likely be very prominent. There
are numerous consumer advocacy groups that have fought for online pricing for years. These
groups will make sure the news is heard by as many as possible. In sharing the news, these
same groups will most likely be sharing how third-party providers are not included, and that
consumers should demand more. While you as a supplier may not see this as directly
affecting you – perhaps you are business to business model only – understand that part of the
amended ‘modernized’ rule also includes listing of crematory fees from third-party providers.
This means that a funeral home may have to share your fees with consumers.

3 - Look for States to Mirror the Funeral Rule and Impose Pricing
Disclosures for Other Providers
While the Federal Funeral Rule has declined to include third-party
suppliers, that doesn’t mean states are not going to take on the
issue. In fact, there are already states that are introducing laws
for Price List disclosure with cemeteries – the beginning of a
General Price List requirement for cemeteries. In the state of
Indiana, this is now a requirement for cemeteries, and the law states that a provider must set
forth price ranges for property, merchandise, and services. It could be the start of price
disclosures among all deathcare providers, whether it is services OR merchandise.
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Wednesday, February 22, at 2:00pm ET

WANT MORE?

ZOOM CON CALL AND Q&A
SESSION WITH OUR LEGAL
COUNSEL
Want to ask a question related to Modernizing the Funeral Rule?
Join Poul Lemasters, NCBVA Legal Counsel, for a 30-minute NO-
CHARGE Q&A session. Feel free to submit a con�dential
question in advance too, if you prefer.

Wednesday, February 22, at 2:00pm ET

Mark your calendar & register. There is no charge to attend, but registration is required.

THE FINAL WORD
Overall, consumers expect immediate information and action. You can thank Amazon, Google,
and even COVID each for helping consumers learn that anything can be bought online. In a
world where everything can be obtained by point and click, the next thing that happens is
transparency. Nothing can happen without knowledge, and the days of searching high and low
for something like a price are gone. Consumers are demanding transparency, which not only
means pricing is available; it means that it’s available when the consumer wants it and how
they want it.

Of all the things that are happening in deathcare currently, the profession needs to be prepared
to respond to today’s consumer. While nothing may be required or forced upon your business
yet, there is an argument to meeting the consumer where they are to avoid future demands.

MISSED THE LAST CALL?
If you were unable to attend the legal Q&A call on Emergencies in the Workplace, visit the
members only page to listen to the recording.

https://zoom.us/meeting/register/tJAkfuqsqzkjE9CDEUP3RSQ5_AQFkZWxKgFh
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"LIKE" THE NCBVA FACEBOOK PAGE & STAY
CONNECTED
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PRINT THIS ARTICLE
You can now print this article (PDF) and share with others in your
plant. PRINT NOW.

THE NCBVA EXECUTIVE TEAM

Make sure to like the NCBVA page to get the latest information shared with all members.

FORWARD TO A FRIEND
Feel free to forward this newsletter to a colleague. They can join NCBVA or sign up for
upcoming communication on the NCBVA website.
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